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Abstract
A classic Computer Vision task is the estimation of a 3D map from a col-
lection of images. This thesis explores the online simultaneous estimation
of camera poses and map points, often called Visual Simultaneous Locali-
sation and Mapping [VSLAM].

In the near future the use of visual information by autonomous cars is likely,
since driving is a vision dominated process. For example, VSLAM could
be used to estimate the position of the car in relation to objects of interest,
such as the road, other cars and pedestrians.

Aimed at the creation of a real-time, robust, loop closing, single camera
SLAM system, the properties of several state-of-the-art VSLAM systems
and related techniques are studied. The system goals cover several impor-
tant, if difficult, problems, which makes a solution widely applicable.

This thesis makes two contributions: A rigorous qualitative analysis of
VSLAM methods and a system designed accordingly. A novel tracking
by matching scheme is proposed, which, unlike the trackers used by many
similar systems, is able to deal better with forward camera motion. The
system estimates general motion with loop closure in real time. The system
is compared to a state-of-the-art monocular VSLAM algorithm and found
to be similar in speed and performance.
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1
Introduction

Vision is essential to our understanding of the world. Looking around tells
us not only where we are, but also many details of our surroundings. When
exploring an unfamiliar environment we continuously create and refine our
idea of our surroundings and ourselves within it. Naturally more senses
than vision contribute to our understanding, but even limited to vision,
such as when viewing a video clip, we are still able to extract much in-
formation, creating a detailed idea or map of what we see. The extraction
of spatial information can be modelled as the simultaneous estimation of
camera pose and a map of what the camera observed. Camera or object
motion provides baselines for triangulation, which in turn allows relative
depth to be estimated. This makes cameras not only a visual appearance
sensor, but also a form of depth and pose sensor. Thus from nothing more
than a video clip we are able to create a 3D map and tell from which pose
a picture of the world was taken. Radar and laser based depth sensors
also provide depth, but unlike cameras they are neither cheap nor passive.
The methods which allow cameras to reconstruct 3D maps while simulta-
neously estimating camera positions are referred to as Visual Simultaneous
Localisation And Mapping [VSLAM].

Any task for which the interpretation of visual stimuli is critical is a poten-
tial application of Visual SLAM. For example: Driving is a vision domi-
nated process, and so we can expect that autonomous driving will utilize

1



2 1 Introduction

Visual SLAM techniques. The advent of fully autonomous driving repre-
sents a paradigm shift in global logistics, that will have impact throughout
society. This makes research on Visual SLAM highly relevant and likely
lucrative.

Visual SLAM systems hold great potential, but have not yet seen everyday
use, in part due to the lack of generally applicable methods. Nevertheless,
specialised VSLAM systems are used as components in a wide variety of
applications. Ranging from robotics, where they supplement inertial and
GPS sensors or allow inspection/interaction with world objects, to cartogra-
phy, augmented reality and computer games. Greatly simplified by stereo
cameras or the use of auxiliary sensors such as Inertial Measurement Units
[IMU]. Real-time, six degrees of freedom motion [6DOF], single camera
SLAM, is among the more difficult VSLAM problems.

Real-time performance is crucial for many applications, but the computa-
tional burden often greatly exceeds the available resources. For example:
Consider DTAM, a state-of-the art VSLAM system aimed at real-time aug-
mented reality, Newcombe et al. [2011]. DTAM achieved frame rate perfor-
mance (30Hz) through GPU parallelization on a high performance PC and
GPU. The DTAM map quality is reasonable for many applications, though
it is still limited to mostly static scenes. By contrast augmented reality ap-
plications for Google glass, which is expected to be a major market in the
near future, would require comparable performance on a low power(1Ghz)
ARM processor.

Though cameras provide a wealth of information, practical estimation re-
quires reformulating the dense image data into a manageable form. A
sparse but useful representation is to model the world as a set of easily
observable landmarks and the camera as a trajectory in pose space. Gen-
erally SLAM problems are straightforward when all landmarks have an
observable unique identity. Relaxing this criteria widens the utility of the
system, but requires a way to assign identity in a unique and consistent
way.

The objective of this thesis is to explore real-time monocular (single cam-
era) SLAM, with the purpose to implement a system capable of accurately
estimating the camera trajectory in real-time, for forward motion domi-
nated video streams. In essence, the kind of system which will be required
by autonomous cars.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 briefly de-
scribes Visual SLAM and its challenges. Section 1.2 contains the thesis
rationale, goals and limitations. Section 1.3 briefly describes the proposed
approach and results.

1.1 Visual SLAM in Brief

The simplest landmark type to use is perhaps the point feature. A point
feature is a world structure, giving rise to a repeatably localizable image
structure, when viewed from more than one direction and distance. Cor-
ners are often such structures, and point features are sometimes also called
corner features. Point features are typically modelled as points, any model
errors as noise. However, considering typical measurement errors they may
be better viewed as volumes with distinct mass centers. In a static world a
point feature has an appearance which is dependent on camera position and
pose. The proposed system models point features as an appearance and a
point coordinate, both constant over time. Point features are considered
unique, and thus they also have an identity.

The state sought by the VSLAM algorithm can now be defined as the map
coordinates of all point features xf and the camera trajectory. The latter is
defined as the linear transform(rotation and translation) P (t) that brings a
point from the map coordinate system to the camera coordinate system at
time t. xcamera = P (t)xmap.

The pinhole camera projection of a point x =

xy
z

 in its coordinate sys-

tem is y =

(
x/z
y/z

)
or y = pinhole(x), see Hartley and Zisserman [2003a].

Consider a pinhole camera floating through a static world of point features.
As it moves it provides a steady stream of images. Each image providing an
observation yf,t = pinhole(P (t)xf ) for each feature visible in the image.
Each observation in turn constrains the feature state and the trajectory of
the camera accordingly. Though reality need not conform to our model, we
arrive at a practical measurement model by modelling the discrepancies as
independent Gaussian noise yf,t = yideal,f,t + enoise.
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Figure 1.1: Loop closure example

VSLAM in essence strives to find the state x̂f , P̂(t) which minimizes the
total reprojection error: ereproject =

∑
f,t (yf,t − pinhole(P̂(t)x̂f ))

2 ∀f,t
over the map and trajectory given the observations.

Like most SLAM systems where landmark identity is not known, VSLAM
identity is assigned using state priors, the circular reference is alleviated
by assumptions on state dynamics and distributions. Typically a features
appearance alone is insufficient to determine identity, but if a strong pro-
jection position prior is available or the changes in appearance are small,
visual tracking can be used. For high frame rate to state dynamic ratio
videos, the Kanade Lucas Tomasi [KLT] tracker is commonly used, Shi
and Tomasi [1994b].

For landmarks which have long been out of view, a strong feature pro-
jection position prior may be unavailable, requiring a different strategy to
assign identity. Further, observing such a landmark tends to affect a rel-
atively large part of both map and trajectory and may require a different
strategy to merge the information. As Figure 1.1 shows, this occurs for
example during the completion of a circular path around a self occluding
object. Thus this is often referred to as a loop closure or a loop closure
mechanism, the sub-problems detection and closing.

At the heart of most visual loop closure detection systems is the following
observation: Though the appearance of a single feature is not particularly
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rare, the set of feature appearances in an image will typically be very rare
even when two visually similar images are compared. More so when their
distribution and feature or projection positions are taken into account.

Real-time monocular SLAM has been approached as a filtering problem,
Extended Kalman Filters [EKF] Davison [2003] or Marginalised Particle
Filter [MPF] Elinas et al. [2006] and later as an optimization problem,
Klein and Murray [2007]. In general the key to monocular SLAM perfor-
mance lies in utilizing the specific structure and properties of the problem,
the degree to which these approaches are capable of this vary however.

1.2 Problem Formulation

The task has been to study a few state-of-the-art VSLAM methods and
use the knowledge gained to implement a Real-Time Monocular SLAM
[RTMS] system. The system shall be robust, auto initializing, loop clos-
ing and fast, capable of estimating a full six degrees of freedom trajectory
and map. The system shall be evaluated on forward motion dominated
sequences.

The following limitations simplify the problem.

• The scene is assumed to be almost entirely static

• Offline estimates of the camera intrinsics are assumed to be available

• The camera has a global shutter

• Causality is not required but the latency should be low.

• The use of a sparse and robust, rather then dense map

System performance will be evaluated by comparison to ground truth path
data.

1.2.1 Challenges

Problems which arise from difficult video sequences such as, low texture,
poor or rapidly changing lighting conditions and non static environments
disturb all VSLAM systems. Apart from these problems, the main diffi-
culty of monocular SLAM is that camera motion and measurement model
is non-linear and discontinuous. Further it is computationally prohibitive
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to solve for the maximum likelihood estimate due to the combinatorial ex-
plosion caused by maximum-likelihood identity association. Finally, scale
cannot be locally recovered which results in scale-drift. Fast approxima-
tions address the first two and scale drift is typically addressed in an appli-
cation dependent manner.

The non-linear measurements and a typically non-linear camera dynamics
mean that a non-linear estimation procedure must be used, or the problem
linearised. This means all state-of-the-art Visual SLAM systems are in-
herently fast approximations. How well, and to what degree, they trade
accuracy for speed varies however.

Monocular SLAM only allows the map and trajectory to be reconstructed
up to a scale factor. A internally consistent scale can be set by locking
an arbitrary distance, but noise will prevent perfect propagation, which
allows the scale to drift far from the constraint and there is no guarantee
the particular scale estimate is perfect.

A camera moving through the world only ever measures a small number
of all possible landmarks. Ideally every landmark would be measured at
every point in time, in practice only landmarks in front of the camera are
measured causing a correlated error, which means drift is all but inevitable
and loop closure critical both for accurate trajectories and maps. Even so,
loop closures can only reduce drift, not eliminate it.

Forward motion is an especially difficult case since the effective baselines
are small and few features are measured for long. This results in a low
signal to noise ratio.

1.2.2 Why RTMS Merits Study

Many VSLAM and Visual Structure from Motion [VSFM] systems are
aimed at the creation of a high resolution 3D map, leaving the trajectory
estimate as little more than a by-product. However the creation of a dense
map is not always necessary since a good real-time trajectory estimate
alone is useful in a wide range of robotics applications. Further a good
trajectory estimate can be used to simplify or speed up the creation of a
dense map.

Since monocular systems will never compete with systems that fuse infor-
mation from multiple sensors one may ask why bother? The answer is
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simple, any system which successfully solves the difficult monocular prob-
lem has proven itself, and can trivially be improved by additional sensors
without requiring them.

1.3 Approach and Results
A literature-review of monocular SLAM and related techniques was per-
formed, in order to understand the strengths and weaknesses of various
methods. In particular the work of Davison, Eade, Klein, Cummins, Ros-
ten, Fua, Chum, Nister and Hedborg proved to be useful. References to the
most relevant publications compose the bibliography.

Using concepts which will be explained in the following chapters, I pro-
pose a system which optimizes the pinhole re-projection error though an
adaptive multi-windowed bundle adjustment scheme over select images i.e.
keyframes. The system finds feature correspondences through appearance
matching, using a low projective distortion assumption and uses slightly
modified Fabmap2 for loop detection.

The end result is a near real-time(15 − 20Hz) low latency monocular
SLAM system supported by OpenCV2.4.7, Ceres-Solver and Hedborg’s
CVL library. The system provides a reasonably(state-of-the-art) accurate
path estimate and a moderately accurate map estimate.





2
Related Work

This chapter describes the studied monocular systems, related techniques,
analysis thereof and my conclusions. I focus on the practical usefulness of
the system estimates and the computational burden, as well as implementa-
tion difficulty and robustness characteristics.

Real-time monocular SLAM systems are categorically divided by the un-
derlying estimator, which is either a filter or a non-linear optimizer. Most
systems operate under a static scene assumption, but their effective robust-
ness to scene variations varies.

Regardless of the system used, scale cannot be determined and will drift
in large maps. However, even a relatively poor IMU or speedometer data
can be used to both globally and locally correct the scale in both types of
estimators.

9
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2.1 Monocular SLAM

2.1.1 MonoSLAM

The perhaps first successful real-time monocular 6DOF SLAM system is
an EKF based approach called MonoSLAM, Davison [2003]. The state
vector consists of a camera parametrization, a unit quaternion and a trans-
lation vector, and the world coordinates of all features in the map. A con-
stant velocity model is used for the camera states and a constant position
model for the feature coordinates. The trivial feature descriptor i.e. the
local image patch is used as appearance and kept constant.

The predicted feature projection covariances are used to create narrow
search windows, which in turn are sought through using correlation.

New landmarks are selected using feature projection position spread, ap-
pearance distinctiveness, and are required to be local maximas of the Shi-
Tomasi corner measure, Shi and Tomasi [1994a]. In order to find narrow
search windows for new (depthless) features its projection position is pre-
dicted from a simple particle filter. Once its posterior can be safely approx-
imated as Gaussian it is integrated as a point in the full filter.

Performance is O(N2) where N is the number of points in the map. For
maps of up to 350 landmarks this system performs real-time on modern
systems. The inlier ratio is extremely high, and it must be since a single
outlier will likely result in an irrecoverable error. The tracker is critically
dependent on accurate per frame predictions, which means a high frame
rate to camera dynamic ratio is required. The author suggests that this
weakness could be overcome by higher frame rate cameras.

Over time this system has served as the basis for much work in monocular
SLAM. Since its inception in 2003 several improvements have been made.

Improvements

The linearisation inherent in the EKF introduces severe errors, in particular
if the uncertainty in depth is large. Inverse depth parametrization Civera
et al. [2008] strives to represent the feature state in such a way as to mini-
mize the linearisation error, though it does so at the cost of speed. A com-
bination of both approaches can be used selecting the best representation
given the depth uncertainty. Minimizing computational cost and maximiz-
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ing the information gained. In effect treating features as bearing only until
such time as sufficient depth information is found.

Sub-mapping allows the map to be broken into component areas reducing
total computational load by approximating the covariances between fea-
ture subsets as independent. In this way the system of Paz et al. [2007],
effectively reduces the cost from O(N2) to O(N).

Low tolerance to perspective feature appearance distortion caused by cam-
era motion can be improved by appearance prediction. Patch appearance
can be predicted using an affine model if the patch observed was approxi-
mately orthogonal to the optical axis when first seen. This has been shown
to be surprisingly strong since landmarks for which this is not approxi-
mately valid will be discarded quickly, new features selected in their place.

Every measurement narrows the search windows for the remaining fea-
tures, but not equally so. Searching for features in the order which min-
imizes the expected future required search areas, significantly improves
speed. To account for the increased effective weight of the first tracked
features, a technique such as Joint Branch and Bound or RANSAC must
be used to identify outliers.

2.1.2 Parallel Tracking And Mapping [PTAM]

Klein and Murray [2007] approached the problem from a different angle.
Bundle adjustment, a technique developed in the adjacent structure from
motion field, utilizes the specific structure of the re-projection minimiza-
tion problem to achieve rapid convergence.

The PTAM system uses a camera motion model similar to that of MonoSLAM,
but the system uses a bundle-adjustment based optimization strategy to in-
tegrate new measurements into the point feature map. The system predicts,
using an affine and lens distortion model, the position, appearance and
scale octave of every point feature. PTAM then tracks by searching for
features in a scale hierarchical manner, the largest features refining the pre-
dictions for the rest. This minimizes the total search areas queried improv-
ing performance and accuracy. The search is evaluated as the Zero Mean
Squared Sum of Differences [ZMSSD] score between the predicted patch
and the image area. Similar to the MonoSLAM appearance prediction im-
provement, the PTAM system assumes that feature patches are orthogonal
to the optical axis when first viewed. Tracking quality is then evaluated as
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the number of successfully predicted features at each octave.

PTAM results in high quality maps and excellent tracking, as long as a
significant number of mapped features are in view. Per image camera es-
timates can thus be kept real-time despite the slow and costly but impor-
tantly independent optimization process. Care must be taken to minimize
the number of images used in the bundle-adjustment however. The solu-
tion is keyframes, which is likely the most important idea in the PTAM
algorithm.

The selection of keyframes is simple. Assuming the tracking is good, 20 or
more frames have passed since the last keyframe and the current camera po-
sition is at a sufficient distance from all other keyframes, the current image
is added to the map as a keyframe. New keyframes are incorporated in the
map by a clever multilayer iterative bundle adjustment scheme which alter-
nates between proximity windowed, global refinement, the elimination of
outliers and the re-measurements of features. To limit the effect of outliers
on estimation a robust loss function is used.

New point features are selected, from within the existing keyframes, using
corner strength and spread criteria. Known camera positions and poses
allow a search along the epipolar line, which is limited using a depth
prior. Since the keyframe poses are already known, feature coordinates
are directly triangulated and entered to the map as full features. PTAM
achieves rapid strong sub-pixel precision corners by filtering and refining
the FAST detector responses by the Shi-Tomasi criteria, Rosten and Drum-
mond [2006]. This approach also means that the system requires an initial
map. This is solved by a separate user assisted initialisation step. This step
is very sensitive and typically requires several attempts.

When the system loses track of the current position it is considered lost.
Initially the system re-localised through the system described in Williams
et al. [2007], but the open-source version was changed to use a simpler
system likely to avoid map limitation due to the memory intensive clas-
sifier. A sub-sampled blurred version of each new image is compared to
every keyframe, followed by a rotation compensated search for features as
predicted by the matching keyframe. Since the tracker requires that the
features searched for are already mapped, this means no new images can
be added until the system is re-localised. Thus the system explores poorly,
unable to use any image gathered while lost. Further the re-localisation
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system requires a very close match to work and will occasionally fire in-
correctly resulting in a corrupted map.

Performance is effectively O(N3) where N is the number of keyframes.
Global optimization will inevitably achieve accuracy superior to the fil-
tering approach given enough time, in particular when the system is al-
lowed to change old correspondences, removing outliers and adding new
constraints. Augmented reality applications weigh local accuracy higher
than global however and in practice PTAM focuses on windowed accuracy
only occasionally refining the entire map. Nevertheless its accuracy rapidly
approaches optimum as soon as the system stops exploring.

Global optimization is aborted if a new keyframe is found in order to
quickly integrate new information. This means that the system degrades
gracefully with increasing map size. It does degrade however and map
corruption becomes much more likely once the system no longer regularly
finishes its global refinements.

PTAM was designed to allow larger maps than Davison’s system. Maps
with hundreds of keyframes and tens of thousands of features are processed
in real-time. This allows augmented reality use inside a typical office if the
map is built carefully.

Like MonoSLAM, PTAM has been improved since its inception in 2007.

Improvements

Large maps remain a problem but sub-mapping strategies such as the one
by Eade and Drummond [2008] do not concern themselves with the un-
derlying estimator which means that they can be applied regardless. The
strategy is simple, represent the map as a graph, each node correspond-
ing to a sub-map, each edge to a relative transform. Each node is then
optimized independently from the optimization of over graph. This strat-
egy hinges on the relative independence of the nodes aside from the edges.
This means the system must be able to identify when it leaves one submap
and enters another, so as to minimize overlap. In practice this is always
a "gray-scale" and some non edge overlap is always present. A straight-
forward sub-mapping strategy is the creation of new sub-maps once the
current sub-map has grown beyond a limit, this may not be an optimal
strategy however. Sub-mapping essentially simplifies the problem by as-
suming features not part of the link between sub-maps are independent.
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Thus an accuracy optimal solution would segment the map by finding sec-
tions which conform to this assumption, rather than segments which where
temporally convenient.

PTAM Multimapping [PTAMM] forked PTAM to implement a simple multi-
mapping, multi camera system based on a straightforward multi-mapping
approach, Castle et al. [2008]. Aside from re-localising when lost among
all sub-maps the system makes no effort to keep the maps independent.
Nevertheless the system allows significantly larger areas to be mapped, and
when maps are carefully generated and locked it becomes a very strong
tracker, allowing augmented reality applications in large areas. Though
map corruption will no longer propagate throughout the entire map the sys-
tem remains sensitive to small violations of the static scene assumption,
and map corruption through incorrect re-localisation.

The sensitive initialisation step in PTAM has been replaced by a rotation
compensated median pixel-disparity estimate in the Sfly PTAM fork allow-
ing automatic initialisation, significantly improving the systems ability to
explore.

2.1.3 Comparisons and Reflections

Real-time EKF based Monocular SLAM is limited by the computational
cost to rather small maps. Quoting from the analysis in, Strasdat et al.
[2010]: "With some well-discussed reservations, we conclude that while
filtering may have a niche in systems with low processing resources, in
most modern applications keyframe optimization gives the most accuracy
per unit of computing time". The paper is in essence is a comparison be-
tween Davison’s previous work MonoSLAM and PTAM and co-authored
by Davison.

Constrained to a single camera sensor, it is very hard to find any scenario
for which the filtering approach is motivated. The optimization approach is
almost universally faster, more robust and accurate. Strasdat et al. [2010]
claims that filters may be beneficial to auto-initialization, but this has since
been addressed/claimed by improvements to the optimization approach.

Particle Filters and Marginalized Particle Filters have be used in lieu of
the EKF for generic problems as well as VSLAM. Though naive imple-
mentations achieve similar performance. FastSLAM a MPF based solu-
tion achieves significantly better performance, processing maps two orders
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of magnitude larger at similar cost Montemerlo et al. [2002]. The solu-
tion is O(P log(N)), where P is the number of particles. In practice this
achieves a hundred fold increase in the number of landmarks which can
be processed real-time and correspondingly a significant increase in perfor-
mance when applied to monocular SLAM. Further, a pleasant side effect
often mentioned with regard to the particle approach is that incorrectly as-
signed identities may be corrected, if sufficiently conflicting information is
found swiftly enough to allow the particle resampling to drop that hypoth-
esis.

Elinas et al. [2006] applied FastSLAM to stereo VSLAM and showed sig-
nificantly better performance than the EKF approaches. The system pro-
cessed a map of 22000 landmarks at an average of 1 second per frame,
but did occasionally require significantly longer. Despite the significant
increase in performance, compared to the typical 5− 15ms per frame pro-
cessing average of PTAM for a map this size, I find that the conclusions
of Strasdat et al. [2010] hold for the systems based on the of the particle
filter as well. Direct comparison is non trivial however as the systems ex-
plore differently. Nevertheless the particle filter cannot match the accuracy
of the bundle adjustment approach and maps of 22 keyframes with 1000
measurements each require less than a second to bundle and this is only
required once, unlike the filter which takes 1 second every frame. Further
in the optimization approach measurement identities can be reversed at any
time rather than only directly after the incorrect association.

PTAM and most optimization based systems do have one significant weak-
ness compared to the filtering approach. Their reliance on the static scene
assumption is stronger and consequentially they underutilize temporal in-
formation. If the world contains a few large objects which move slowly,
trees waving in the wind for example, filter based SLAM may naturally
compensate even gaining accuracy from such measurements. Non marginal-
izing systems on the contrary will lose accuracy and spend a great deal of
time removing and re-adding inconsistent measurements.

One solution might be to filter each landmark position independently, but
this discards the information found in feature covariances. Though filters
are generally more robust against this problem, properly accounting for a
general non-static environment in either approach would be a significant ad-
vance and to my knowledge no non biological system to date has achieved
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usefully accurate real-time monocular SLAM in general non-static environ-
ments.

2.2 Reflections on Tracking

Every system studied uses information about the 3D world and the camera
trajectory to predict where to look for landmarks and how they should look.
Due to their strong reliance on at least locally accurate feature position
estimates I call these trackers map-prior trackers.

Map-prior trackers allow the use of small search windows which reduce the
computational burden and improve the likelihood that a feature is success-
fully identified, but they also mean that the system will lose features if the
camera prediction is poor. Since narrow search windows are required for
real-time use of the computationally costly type of search used by PTAM
and MonoSLAM this means a high frame-rate to camera dynamics ratio is
required. This in turn means that MonoSLAM and PTAM not only achieve
frame-rate performance - They require it!

This is a weakness for two reasons. First it requires a, at least, locally
accurate map at all times. Second it relies very heavily on the static scene
assumption and good motion predictions.

PTAM operates real-time by performing the slow map refinements inde-
pendently of tracking, but if the map refinements lag it will fail. In prac-
tice PTAM works well when roughly every 40:th frame is selected as a
keyframe. However rapid exploration such as in forward motion domi-
nated sequences, require nearly every frame to be a keyframe. This implies
that PTAM will fail within a few seconds for such a sequence. Similarly a
system based on filtering requires that the transients have worn off before
accurate predictions can be made, resulting in the same type of failure.

This implies that using the map-prior to track is impractical in many cases
and infeasible for forward motion dominated sequences. Without map-
priors, we can still use priors and assumptions on the feature image proper-
ties and sequence frame rate to dynamics ratio.
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2.2.1 Tracking by Matching

The classic solution to video tracking is the KLT tracker, Shi and Tomasi
[1994b]. The KLT requires a either a high frame rate to dynamics or costly
broad search windows, but similar to the map-prior trackers, it is likely
to provide a poor speed/robustness trade-off for moderate frame rate to
dynamics sequences.

Image to image feature matching can be used in lieu of correlation based
searches, by matching the descriptor of every feature from frame to frame.
Tracking by matching is orders of magnitude slower when common feature
extractors such as Surf, Bay et al. [2008] or Sift, Lowe [2004] are used, and
much less precise compared to map-prior tracking.

Surf and Sift where created for wide baseline matching. This means that
although they will successfully match features between images with signif-
icant perspective distortion, they trade speed and recall for invariance. This
results in low inlier ratios for a lower number of matched features, for small
and moderate baselines. Most work in feature extraction has been aimed
at improving the inlier ratio and/or improving the invariance and/or the fea-
ture position accuracy. One descriptor stands out however: Brief, Calonder
et al. [2012], aimed at low projective distortions, essentially medium base-
line matching.

The Brief descriptor is an N bit vector, storing the result of N pixel in-
tensity comparisons performed according to a simple precomputed pattern
surrounding the feature point. Unlike the expensive filtering and sorting
operations required by Surf and Sift this is extremely fast. Descriptor com-
parisons require a distance measure, which for Brief descriptors is defined
as the L1 Hamming distance: Equivalent to d = bitcount(a xor b).

Since each successive frame in the video is likely to be taken from a nearby
position, wide baseline matching though generally desirable is not neces-
sary. Thus by requiring a moderate frame rate to dynamics ratio, medium
baseline matchers can be used. A requirement implicitly shared by PTAM
and MonoSLAM since it enables their pose prediction.

Brief consistently achieves Surf and Sift comparable performance for low
distortions at orders of magnitude faster speed. Combined with a real-time
feature detector such as FAST, Rosten and Drummond [2006], real-time
tracking by matching might be feasible for moderate frame rate to dynamic
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ratios. Though other detectors and descriptors may achieve higher perfor-
mance, only task sufficient performance is required and FAST+Brief is
simple to implement.

Though projective distortions are difficult to quantify, they are reasonably
modelled as a translation, a scaling and a rotation. Brief’s performance
can thus be extrapolated from the Figures 2.1, 2.2. The images also show
O-Brief which uses a simple rotation estimate to align the descriptor and
D-Brief which is simply Brief computed for 20 orientations at three scale
levels and picking the best match. It is interesting to note that assuming an
intrinsic rotation in order to provide descriptor invariance clearly reduces
performance for O-Brief as well as Surf.

Figure 2.1: Brief VS Surf Rotation Invariance From Calonder et al.
[2012], with permission

FAST feature detection is significantly faster than Surf feature detection
for comparable densities. Comparing matching speed is more complicated,
but it will depend on the descriptor distance computation times. Brief dis-
tance computation is typically 30 times faster, and using the SSE4.2 in-
struction set this can be increased several times again.

Tracking by FAST+Brief Matching presents an appealing option, but per-
haps further improvements are possible?
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Figure 2.2: Brief VS Surf Scale Invariance From Calonder et al.
[2012], with permission

Most trackers used in monocular SLAM and indeed most matching algo-
rithms assume that only a single appearance is available and thus tend not
to use additional information. For example: The KLT tracker can be up-
dated with the new appearance at each step.

Utilizing temporal appearance information requires a model. A plethora
of models could be derived for feature appearance. Given such a model a
feature appearance filter could be derived. A naive approach is to use each
pixel as a state, but the PCA components or the values of a feature patch
descriptor could also be used, possibly expanding on the linear (affine +
linear distortion) model used by PTAM.

Williams et al. [2007] show the strength of feature descriptor harvesting
in a description by classification system. The precision/recall of this sys-
tem consistently and significantly outperforms Sift using less than 2ms
per image. This matching through classification is used to achieve real-
time high quality loop closure for an EKF system using both inverse depth
parametrization and sub-mapping. A slight variation of the Lepetit feature
classifier is used to identify landmarks, Lepetit and Fua [2006].

The high recall/accuracy ratio is achieved using feature harvesting, i.e.
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training the classifier online with each new appearance of a feature.

In order to detect loop closure the matches are filtered followed by a RANSAC
step in which the pose is estimated. This image - map method is so fast
that Williams et al examined if it would indeed be possible to use it instead
of filter predicted searches. They conclude however that although possible,
the tracking by filter prediction approach has significantly better accuracy.
The feature classifier has an excellent speed/performance trade-off but re-
quires 1.25MB of memory per feature, limiting its use to small maps.

The Lepetit feature classifier is principally similar to Brief and the varia-
tion, replacing direct intensity comparisons with differences greater than a
threshold, is effective in improving repeatability, in particular for features
with low texture to noise ratios, e.g. features with a uniform surrounding.

Brief could easily be modified in the same way. As part of my study I
later performed a simple evaluation which showed that though modifying
Brief this way does marginally improve the inlier ratio, it does so at a
comparatively high computational cost.

2.3 Loop Closure

Loop closure consists of two parts, loop detection i.e. the identity recovery
and loop closing i.e. the information integration. Ideally loop detection and
closing would occur at the first possible moment. In practice the relaxation
provided by a small latency can be used to improves performance.

2.3.1 Loop Detection

Tracking essentially uses a per feature independent prior to assign iden-
tity. When this is no longer sufficient the question is: Can identity be
determined given all that is known. Since not all features are known, we
must also entertain the possibility that the measurements are of an entirely
new feature - a problem often overlooked. Ideally one would use the full
state to assign identity always, but a fast approximate method is required
in practice.

Though the appearance of a single feature is not particularly rare, the set
of feature appearances in an image will typically be rare even when two
visually similar images are compared. More so when their distribution and
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projection positions are taken into account. Even more so if their feature
positions are known and their constellation is required to be a match. The
latter requires accurate maps and is less useful in practice.

Furthermore feature appearances will not be uniformly distributed when
collected from a random photographs of the real world. Simply put com-
mon features are common, which means that they are more likely to be new
and generally less informative. Naturally this reasoning can be extended
to consider the probability of a set of features rather than each feature on
its own.

Loop detection systems for monocular SLAM are in turn broadly divided
into three categories, Williams et al. [2009]. Image to image, Image to
Map and Map to map.

Map to map systems detect loops by both appearance and feature constel-
lation information. Clemente et al. [2007], describes loop detection and
closing for an EKF based sub mapping system. Their system detects con-
nections between sub-maps, treating each sub-map as an independent node
similar to Eade and Drummond [2008]. The system first compares appear-
ances and then requires the found matches feature coordinate clouds to be
related by a rigid transformation. There are three problems with their ap-
proach, Williams et al. [2009]. Maps have to be rather dense to guarantee
that they select large shared features sets, which conflicts with the feature
minimisation required for fast EKF systems. The system overlooks or im-
plicitly assumes the new map probability as very low. This means mapping
along a brick wall is likely to result in false positives. Finally their system
uses the predicted camera trajectory to select which sub-maps are tested
for closure, a method which only works for small loops.

Eade and Drummond [2008] address the last problem by borrowing a tech-
nique from image retrieval. Their map to map system selects the sub-maps
to be searched by the sub-map-frequency-inverse-map-frequency weighted
appearance cluster distribution. This is essentially the term-frequency-
inverse-document-frequency [td-idf] bag of words scores as used in image
retrieval applied to sub-maps rather than images. Image retrieval through
td-idf is covered well by Turcot and Lowe [2009].

Image to map systems such as the one used in Williams et al. [2007], use
the map to constrain the geometry, but do not require that the target map
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is known beforehand and relieves the requirement for overlapping feature
sets. Like the systems above their approach overlooks the new place priors.
The descriptive power of the classifier makes this less of a problem how-
ever, and the maximum map size will typically be limited by the classifier
memory requirements long before such issues arise.

Image to image systems compare an image to a set of images in order to
find loops. Such a system is sufficient to form a topological map in an
image description space and can thus be said to be a form of SLAM. Cast
as a SLAM problem, a natural framework to weigh and integrate a variety
of information sources, is available. The result of this line of reasoning is
the Fabmap family, Cummins and Newman [2010].

Williams et al. [2009] compare these approaches for the task of small scale
monocular SLAM. They find that the image to map classification based
approach had higher recall compared to an image to image method with-
out epipolar verification, when both are tuned for 100% accuracy, but do
suggest that the image to image method would have benefited from such a
step. The map to map approach performs poorly by comparison.

Fabmap2

Fabmap2 Cummins and Newman [2010], is the result of several improve-
ments to Fabmap. Fabmap2 is in many ways the state-of-the-art image to
image SLAM system. It is built on the same principles as bag of words
image retrieval. Similar to bag of words, image feature appearances are
clustered to an offline trained dictionary. Unlike the commonly used td-
idf weighting scheme, appearance co-occurrence and the resulting image
descriptor rarity is taken into account together with a topological motion
model and a final epipolar geometry verification step.

The accuracy/recall ratio increases with the dictionary size and dictionaries
with 10k − 100k words are common. It is also worth to note that since the
system values rare appearances highly, it benefits from a radially initialised
clusterer, which determines the cluster count and initial positions from the
descriptor distributions rather than the standard fast approximate K-means
method.

By default Fabmap2 uses Surf or upright Surf features, the latter trading
rotational invariance for greater recall. Surf feature detection is the domi-
nant computation cost, but I have found that faster detectors such as FAST,
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or Star by Agrawal et al. [2008] if rotation invariance is required, can be
used with minimal impact on recall.

There are many faster binary descriptors such as Brief which could be used
instead of Surf. However, as part of my study I performed a simple test
which showed that using Brief in Fabmap2 causes severely reduced perfor-
mance. This is likely due to the profoundly different clustering properties
of binary descriptors, which also severely impact the performance of the
standard clustering based matching strategies when applied to binary de-
scriptors as explored by Trzcinski et al. [2012].

For large loops of thousands or millions of images an indexing strategy is
required to facilitate rapid queries. Such strategies have been the focus of
intense research in the adjacent image retrieval field. Fabmap2 implements
a standard strategy achieving a sub-linear search time. Excluding feature
detection and descriptor extraction, Fabmap2 takes on average 14ms for
a 10k image database at 100k words, for which Fabmap2 achieved 48%
recall at 100% precision, Cummins and Newman [2010]. Since the recall
was distributed nearly evenly throughout the sequence, this is more than
sufficient for effective loop detection.

2.3.2 Loop Closing

A simple way to close a loop is by global optimization or adding a mea-
surement to the full filter. This is likely to work if the estimate is already
very good but this is exactly the opposite situation where loop closures are
necessary. The linearisation implicit in both solver types is very unlikely
to make valid assumptions, and other problems may occur as well.

Recalling that optimizers and filters alike only move towards a local optima
rather than the global optima. Loop closing may require that the problem
is preconditioned in order to successfully converge. This is especially im-
portant for visual SLAM, since mathematical cameras have discontinuous
derivatives preventing a point crossing the camera. Even in such cases
where preconditioning is not required for convergence it may speed up
convergence.

Though sub-mapping already speeds up convergence by providing good
optimization windows, sub-mapping strategies also provide a structure con-
venient for preconditioning.
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For example: Sub-maps can be formed from any set of constraints, which
enable the partitioning of the map into sections which can be manipulated
independently. This reduces the number of parameters which have to be
changed in order to correct the coarse structure of the map.

Its use becomes clear when we consider a loop closure in a sparse part of
the map, which will affect the position of every feature and camera in a
dense part of the map far from the closure. The naive approach would very
slowly modify each feature and camera position in the cluster whereas by
designating the area as a sub-map, the entire cluster could be moved by
modifying only a few parameters.

2.4 Two-View Geometry

Two-view geometry allows the estimation of the relative pose between two
calibrated pinhole camera images from a set of correspondences, without
additional information. Therefore many methods, for example PTAM, use
two-view geometry to establish an initial map.

Two-view consistent correspondences satisfy the epipolar criterion as cap-
tured by the essential matrix, Hartley and Zisserman [2003b]. The relative
pose can be computed from the essential matrix, though care must be taken
to account for the solution chirality.

The essential matrix is non-linearily constrained by five correspondences
of sufficient excitation. State-of-the-art essential matrix estimators have
been implemented by Hedborg and Felsberg [2013] and Nister [2004],
their properties vary however.

Hedborg et al:s essential matrix estimator supports estimation from non-
minimal sets, but unlike the slower minimal set estimator by Nister, Hed-
borgs solution requires a rough guess for the correct value to converge.

However any essential matrix estimator must account for the presence of
outliers and noise. The classic solution to this problem is RANdom SAm-
ple Consensus [RANSAC].
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2.4.1 RANdom SAmple Consensus [RANSAC]

The RANSAC idea is simple: Divide your observations into inliers, which
fit the model, and outliers, which do not. A maximum likelihood estimator
can always be formulated for this problem, but this is prohibitively slow in
practice. RANSAC is a fast approximate alternative.

RANSAC computes the estimate, or hypothesis, for a large number obser-
vation subsets. Hypothesis are ranked by their support. The support is a
function of the likelihood for the observations and distributions given, ide-
ally the probability. A simple and often used variant is a threshold on a
prediction error.

If the probability that a random observation is an inlier is pi, then the num-
ber of iterations required to have selected at least one full inlier set with
probability Preq is: N ≈ log(1−Preq)

log(1−pis)
where pis = pmi and m is the set size.

It is tempting to then conclude that after N iterations we have a good esti-
mate with probability P . However this assumes that every inlier set gives
a good estimate. Unfortunately this is violated by noise, which means that
N is a conservative lower boundary required to achieve a good estimate.

An upper bound on the support for an incorrect hypothesis allows the al-
gorithm to exit early. This also allows identifying when RANSAC has
failed. Since accurate priors are hard to determine by this limit is often set
relatively high.

There are two common reasons why an inlier set would result in a poor
estimate. The first is plain noise, this is the target of LOSAC+, Lebeda
et al. [2012]. LOSAC+ refines good estimates by re-estimating the esti-
mate using a portion of the support set whenever the support of the current
minimal set is better than the support of the current best set. This kind
of local optimisation significantly increases accuracy and thus reaches the
minimum support required for an early exit faster, but it is time consuming
i.e. costly to perform.

The second reason is a lack of excitation in the inlier set, rendering some or
all parameters unobservable. In particular, the latter is very problematic as
a degenerate set distorted by noise is difficult to identify and the degeneracy
may affect a significant portion of the observations.

For example: A common problem in fundamental matrix estimation, for
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which planes are a degenerate case, is the existence of a dominant plane in
the scene viewed, Hartley and Zisserman [2003a]. RANSAC assumes that
all outliersets will have a smaller support than all inlier sets. But 4-8 points
selected from the plane and any 0-4 outliers will have the support of the
entire plane. Since the plane is dominant in the scene this is a very likely
outcome.

Recursive improvement of such a hypothesis is likely to lead to an estimate
which under moderate noise is likely to have a lower error for most points
in the plane than the actual error but fails to capture the geometry of the
scene. In practice this effectively pans forth the degenerate case, and may
result in a poor estimate, despite high inlier ratios and low noise. This
occurs for example when using OpenCV2.4.7: getFundamentalMatrix().

The options available are to either select your observations so as to avoid
degenerate cases or to test for degeneracy and use the properties of the
degeneracy for estimation. The latter is the central idea of, Chum et al.
[2005]. Whenever this method works it is essentially solving a poorly
formulated problem well.

Detailed knowledge of the error distributions can be used to replace the bi-
nary inlier outlier threshold with a suitable loss, Torr and Zisserman [1998].
The MLESAC evaluation was performed on corners of sub-pixel precision.
When the idea is applied to quantized corners and the uniform noise quanti-
zation induces, the method needs to be modified setting both an upper and
a lower limit to the error.

Reflections on RANSAC Performance

As a fast approximate algorithm the speed of RANSAC deserves a more
thorough analysis. In practice while ordo analysis may serve as a guideline,
a holistic view is always better.

The minimum number of iterations grows very quickly with minimum set
size, thus a smaller minimum set size is generally preferred.

The main cost in RANSAC for a sufficiently large observation sets is the
evaluation of the support. Since there are many different methods to test for
support, a computationally cheaper more optimistic method can be used to
establish an upper bound. Only if it has the potential to beat the current
best, the more expensive support tests are computed. Indeed if the obser-
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vation set is sufficiently large there may be no need to compute the full
support at all. This will reduce the average computational time per itera-
tion.

For relative pose estimation there are three errors on which support func-
tions are often based. Ordered by increasing cost these are: The algebraic
error, the epipolar line distance and the re-projection error. Only the latter
two allow geometric interpretation, which is important to be able to set
thresholds. Regardless of the error measure used the error may be low for
points behind either camera.

The observations may be chosen in such a way as to maximize the accuracy
of the estimate given the set, avoiding degenerate cases or without replace-
ment. This reduces the average number of iterations since a high quality
estimate will be found more quickly, but increases the time per iteration.
For example: Selection of image plane distant samples have been shown
to improve accuracy and thus lower iteration count, Hedborg and Felsberg
[2013]. This is a consequence of the relative contribution of noise for dis-
tant versus nearby points.

2.5 Reflections on Performance Measures

The value of a system is based on its utility in application. This means for
example that reconstruction accuracy is not necessarily the best indicator
of performance.

It also means that any system must be viewed as a whole. In tracking
by matching this means that a maximally high inlier ratio with minimally
noisy corners is not necessarily better than a sufficient inlier ratio with
noisy inliers if the former comes at a high computational cost which can not
be recovered through the reduced cost of later outlier management stages.
In other words, return of investment rather than stepwise mathematical
optimality is the guiding principle of effective system design.

Many Visual SLAM algorithms achieve a reconstruction accuracy which,
at the least locally, are far greater than that of most humans. Yet humans
have no difficulty navigating by sight unlike a robot given a map of the
same quality. If our destination is at the end of a road which at times
curves slightly but is never crossed or forked, we will likely remember the
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path as just straight ahead from the start, i.e. as a single topological link
between places.

In other words we seem to favour topological consistency rather than met-
ric, at the very least on a large scale. If the way we navigate is considered
good then this has an interesting implication. Perhaps the topological path
consistency should be used as a quality measure instead.

The system of Sibley et al. [2009] seeks to address several issues of the
sub-mapping, graph optimizing, approach by changing the error metric to
something more akin to topological consistency. This system is capable of
closing loops in constant time, i.e. it is unaffected by the map size.

2.6 Conclusions

This section summarizes the conclusions I have drawn from the literature
study.

Keyframe based optimization is clearly superior to filtering for mapping
and path estimation, but filtering is still useful to predict the camera and
perhaps even the feature appearances. If we assume for a moment that the
main strength of the description by classification derives from its harvest-
ing of feature appearances rather than the classifier itself, learning feature
appearances would appear to hold great promise.

To my knowledge a full Fabmap2 implementation is the state-of-the-art
image to image SLAM which makes it the state-of-the-art image to im-
age loop detection system,Cummins and Newman [2010]. Full here refers
to Fabmap2 including the geometric verfication, excluded by the analysis
in,Williams et al. [2009]. Further drawing from the same analysis I con-
clude that, using Fabmap2 to identify the sub-map followed by image-sub-
map loop closure likely achieves excellent euclidean map loop closure in
real-time for large maps.

Feature prediction is a part of many state-of-the-art systems, essentially
required to achieve real-time performance, but requiring that a highly ac-
curate map and good pose prediction is available at each time instant is
a significant and characteristic weakness for the studied systems. Image
to image feature matching has none of these weaknesses but at the time
PTAM and MonoSLAM where built no image to image matching systems
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achieved real-time performance at anywhere near the inlier ratio of their
predictive trackers.

Five years later this has changed, the FAST + Brief tracking by matching
may achieve sufficient speed and accuracy to be used in lieu of a map-prior
type tracker. Since by comparison FAST + Brief tracking by matching uses
a weaker criterion to achieve its high inlier ratio, namely that the features
do not suffer significant projective distortion from frame to frame, it is
more robust to bad or missing map-priors. Unlike map-prior based trackers,
such a tracker could potentially also be used to track when the static scene
criterion is violated on a large scale. However, it is less invariant than a
map type tracker and ideally they should be combined where possible.

Given the static scene criterion, matches can be pruned by verifying that
they conform to a reasonable two-view geometry. This requires a fast ef-
fective relative pose estimator, which should be possible by combining the
estimators of Hedborg and Felsberg [2013] and Nister [2004] in a single
RANSAC scheme built on the observations in 2.4.1.

Finally FAST+Brief tracking combined with feature appearance filtering
and prediction could potentially provide sufficient performance for track-
ing.
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The Proposed System: Rittums

This chapter describes the system I call Rittums phonetically short for Real
Time Tracking by Matching Monocular SLAM. The system processes a
video stream input from which it estimates a map and the trajectory of the
camera. This is implemented as two independent and separate processes,
tracking and mapping.

As a large and complex piece of software, the only exact description is
the source code, available at request. This chapter serves to introduce the
principle ideas of the algorithm and motivate any counter intuitive choices.

Similar systems have been built before, the novelties in my approach lies
mostly in the use of scaled FAST+Brief in tracking and its variant geomet-
ric verification. Though the Fabmap2 configuration, the specific bundling
strategy and cost function do contribute in part. These contributions are
all aimed at achieving real-time performance without sacrificing too much
accuracy.

Theoretically the tracker does not require the map to establish chains of
correspondences. This implies that the mapping could be entirely inde-
pendent. But since the path estimate is poor until the mapper catches up
I enforce a single frame maximal latency when the system is run in the
default two thread configuration.

31
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3.1 Camera Model

Known camera intrinsics allow images to be normalised to conform to the
simpler pinhole camera model. This simplifies mathematical treatment and
reduces the number of parameters significantly. In practice this improves
optimization convergence speed and accuracy at least if the model and pa-
rameter estimates are good. What happens if the intrinsic estimate is poor
is explored in 3.7.7

Full image normalisation is expensive however, and in the interest of speed
only corner positions and not the full image is normalised. This is sufficient
provided the Brief descriptor is sufficiently robust against the typical ap-
pearance change caused by position varying lens distortion. In general this
is likely to be the case for acute cameras with low distortions. Comparable
inlier ratios on the normalised images of the Kitti, Geiger et al. [2012] se-
quences and the non-normalised images of the AMUSE, Koschorrek et al.
[2013] sequences support this assumption.

Excluding pose, Rittums uses the nine parameter OpenCV-2.4.7 camera
model and normalisation functions for corner position normalisation.

3.1.1 Camera Parametrisation

The 6DOF pinhole camera consists of a rotation R and a translation t. Here
defined as the rotation and translation which move a point from a common
coordinate system to the camera centred coordinate system.

Rotations have three degrees of freedom, but can be represented in many
different ways. Though mathematically equivalent their numerical proper-
ties differ greatly, and Rittums uses the most convenient representation for
each task. For example: The rotation matrix parametrisation is used during
map operations since it is faster to apply whereas unit quaternions are used
during optimization due to their smoothness which improves convergence.

Non minimal representations require numerical normalisation, which is
applied when necessary. Parameter transformations are performed by stan-
dard, numerically robust, methods.
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3.2 Map Representations

Similar to PTAM, Rittums is based on keyframe optimization, i.e. the
map and the trajectory are estimated from the correspondences established
between a well chosen subset of images, called keyframes.

This means the map can be viewed in two ways, as a point cloud estimate
and a camera trajectory or as a sparsely connected graph where each node
is a keyframe and each edge or link is the set of feature correspondences
between the images defining a relative pose. The graph representation pro-
vides a natural mapping framework, seamlessly managing exploration de-
spite tracking failures through the creation of unconnected graph segments.
A possible map graph realisation is shown in Figure 3.1. Series of measure-
ments of point feature correspondences form correspondence chains and
act as the basis for the state estimation.

Figure 3.1: Map: Keyframe-Link Graph
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The central idea behind keyframe optimization is reducing the number of
images which are used in the optimization without significantly losing es-
timate accuracy. This is possible because consecutive images in a video
stream are likely to be taken from nearby positions rendering them less
informative. Using keyframes also tends to improve map balance by pre-
venting the occurrence of dense image clusters, which in turn may result
in an estimate closer to the ground truth, since dense clusters are likely to
have correlated errors.

The probability that a feature visible in one keyframe is visible in another
is likely roughly inversely proportional to the graph distance. This means
that the graph distance becomes a convenient approximate way to keep
track of which cameras and points are likely to change significantly due
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to a new measurement. In other words node distance provides a suitable
optimization window. In Figure 3.1, for example, refining the estimate of
node/keyframe A with a optimization window of size two, would reduce
the problem to the optimization over four nodes.

The graph representation and the windowed bundle adjustment form the
basis for map estimation, but two problems remain. The identity assign-
ment and the selection of keyframes. Both would be straightforward with
a strong point cloud prior, compare PTAM, but in order to keep mapping
independent, no such prior can be assumed. Rittums uses an appearance
based scheme to track, detect loops and select keyframes.

This scheme or tracker processes each new image by detecting point fea-
ture projections and matching these to the point features of the closest suit-
able keyframe. Finally, the relative pose estimate, the number of correspon-
dences, their location and the feature density is used to classify images as
suitable keyframes.

3.3 Tracking

A tracker establishes feature correspondences from image to image. Track-
ing by matching trackers do this by matching feature appearances, which
combined with loop detection and keyframe selection form the basis for
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Tracking
for Each new image K: do

1) Detect trackable features. Insufficient features -> 8
2) Match to the previous keyframe. Success -> 4
3) Limited matching to previous frames. Failure -> 8
4) Classify K as a key or regular frame.
5) (Optionally) Perform loop detection. Failure -> 7
6) Replace links found with loop link.
7) Add the found links to the mapper
8) Next Image

end for
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3.3.1 Detailed Comments

Line 2: Matching is a two step process: Brief descriptor matching provides
tentative correspondences which are then pruned by verifying that they
conform to a locally consistent camera geometry.

Line 3: If the system fails to match to the previous keyframe it tries up to
two other earlier frames and/or potential loop detections. Should a match
be found to a previous frame, that frame is upgraded to a keyframe and
both links are added, previous keyframe to the previous frame and previous
frame to current. If a link consisting of a pure rotation is found during
matching, one additional frame may be tried. This reduces the total number
of depth information-free links.

3.3.2 Detecting Point Features

Among all point features types, corners are the simplest/fastest to find.

The FAST detector is an unscaled corner detector. FAST queries the dis-
crete circle approximation of radius 3 around each pixel. If a "continuous"
segment larger than half the circle size is either lighter or darker than the
center by a threshold, it is considered a corner.

In order to encounter motion blur, low texture and increase of the feature
spread, I query the images at Nscales = 0 : 3 scale levels (Npyramid level =
1.4)−Nscales . Although there is often less distinct structure at higher oc-
taves, what structure there is, is less sensitive to motion blur. However, the
threshold needs to decrease with increasing scale level to get a sufficient
number of features.

Once every pixel of every octave has been classified, a simple bi-gridded
adaptive non-maxima suppression [ANMS] filter is applied. The fast ap-
proximate ANMS is applied independently per octave. The filter removes
corners which are not the maximum within a certain radius that is itera-
tively increased until roughly the desired number of features remains. By
default the number of corners kept is Nkeypoint goal = 400 ∗ 0.75Nscales i.e.
just slightly higher than proportional to the image size. The initial radius
is set to 7.5 pixels, in order to force a minimum spread and identify and
discard images which have a large number of features concentrated in a
very small area.
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Once the corner positions are known, the Brief64, descriptor is computed
for each corner at the appropriate octave.

Finally each corner is transformed into the zero/base scale level, adjusted
for its quantization offset and its normalised coordinates are computed.
The corners remaining are considered the trackable features for this frame.
Once the trackable features have been identified and described, the images
themselves are dropped to save memory.

Feature detection typically takes a 9 milliseconds [ms], the image pyramid
generation roughly 9 ms, description less than 1 ms and the filter 0.02 ms.

3.3.3 Matching

In order to find correspondences between two images, the Brief descriptor
distances are compared. If a and b are descriptors from images A, B respec-
tively, then a and b match, if a is closer to b than any other and vice versa.
Further their descriptor distance must be less than 65. This is similar to the
classic Sift ratio test but trades speed for improved recall.

The threshold was identified by seeking the highest recall at a minimal
inlier ratio of 0.8 for stereo images of an urban environment and verified
to generalize well. The sequence used to calibrate the threshold was never
reused.

Relative Pose and Geometric verification

Once matched the set of point feature correspondences are classified into
one out of three cases. It is either lost, a homography at infinity, or a
relative pose. Note that though homographies at infinity do not provide a
translation estimate they do provide a rotation estimate. Note that though
a relative pose can be a homography, they are estimated separately, since
the homography at infinity is a degenerate case for the essential matrix
estimator, see Algorithm 3.

Since five points will always describe at least one valid relative pose, a
minimum of I = Nlimit*max(100, possible correspondences) is required,
else the link is considered lost. Similarly so for the homography.

Once estimated, either a point or a direction emulated as a point far away
to improve numerics, is available for every inlier correspondence. Note
that though all correspondences will result in a directional measurement
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in case of a homography at infinity, any point far enough away that the
translational component of its motion is smaller than the noise is treated as
a directional measurement. This is especially common for forward motion,
often affecting as many as 30% of all measurements.

Points with large, i.e. longer than Nbaseline min req = 13, rotation compen-
sated pixel baselines are required to be in front of both cameras. Further,
any correspondence resulting in a large(Nmap reproject = 7 pixels) average,
re-projection error is discarded as a outlier.

Geometric verification and relative pose computation typically takes 2 ms
when successful and at most 5 ms if no sufficiently good estimate can be
found. Tuned for high accuracy combined with a high inlier ratio (& 0.8)
in practice the success rate for valid pairs is above 0.999.

3.3.4 Keyframe Selection

Keyframe selection is determined by the number of successfully tracked
features and how far they have moved. In order to be classified as a
keyframe, 15% or more of the image features have to have moved a, ro-
tation compensated, minimum distance in pixels. The default distance is
15 pixels for a 640x480 image and scales proportionally to the minimum
of the image width and height.

3.3.5 Loop Detection

Every time the system selects a new keyframe it also attempts to detect
whether this image represents a loop. The upright half resolution surf fea-
tures are extracted at the positions of the 0 octave FAST corners.

Typically Fabmap2 would use the full 128D surf descriptors of the surf
features of the image. By reusing the base level FAST corners and using
the half resolution 64D surf I trade recall for speed, somewhat offset by
using the upright surf features which trade rotation invariance for improved
recall. In case there are more fast corners than the Fabmap2 requires (400
by default) the ANMS filter is applied to reduce their number.

The extracted descriptors are then quantized to words of the precomputed
dictionary. The resulting word histogram forms the Fabmap2 image de-
scriptor and is searched for in the Fabmap2 database. When Fabmap2
considers an old image a match with a probability greater than 0.99 then it
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is considered a tentative match.

A found Fabmap2-match would normally be tested by verifying that the
surf features satisfy a consistent camera geometry. I modify this part and
instead test the full octave set of brief descriptors. Brief descriptor match-
ing is faster and there are a great deal more of them available resulting in a
higher quality estimate and a more certain loop detection. A strict criterion
is required to assert a loop detection, 75% of all features present in each
image must be successfully geometrically matched.

Along long straight roads loop detections would sporadically and success-
fully occur to older keyframes along the same road. Though valid, in
practice these loop closures contribute nothing as little new information
is gained. Since this reduces speed without significant gain, I limit loop
detection so that it will only occur if no features were shared prior to clo-
sure or the temporal distance to the matching keyframe is greater than 200
frames.

If the detection is verified the link detailing the correspondences is added
to the mapper. If no successfully verified match is found the frame is added
to Fabmap2 as a new location.

Computing the surf descriptors and creating the Fabmap2 image descriptor
by clustering typically takes around 7 ms. The query for similar images
typically takes around 3 ms and geometric verification takes less than 3 ms.
Activating loop detecting is in other words, expected to require less than
13 ms per image.

3.4 Mapping

The mapper manages the maps. A map is a set of keyframes and the links
between them. An initialized map is also the point cloud and camera poses
built from the refined correspondence chains the links describe.

Every link provided by the tracker will either add one keyframe to a map,
close a loop, i.e. add a connection between two keyframes of a map, join
two maps or generate a map of its own. Once a map has at least one
link with a sufficient, rotation compensated, pixel disparity, that map is
initialized.
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3.4.1 Bundle Adjustment

The system minimizes the pinhole reprojection error, see Chapter1, Sec-
tion1.1.

Any generic non-linear solver should in theory converge for this problem.
In practice effectively utilising the specific sparse structure of the problem
is key for rapid convergence, Triggs et al. [2000]. I use the Ceres-Solver:
sparse Shur solver. The solver is configured to perform the Shur comple-
ment trick, explained by, Triggs et al. [2000], for all points, before elimi-
nating the pose translations and finally the pose orientations.

3.4.2 Map Additions

Adding a link to a map is a five step process.

Algorithm 2 Adding a Link
for Each Link do

1) Adjust link for map origo
2) Update correspondence chains
3) Small windowed refinement
4) Remove outliers for new keyframe. If (add count mod 30 6= 0) ->6
5) Large windowed refinement
6) Next Link

end for

First, since links contain only the relative pose between two keyframes,
the initial pose of the keyframe not already part of the map is computed,
similarly the point estimates are adjusted to account for the map origin.

Updating Chains

The correspondences the link represents are added to the map by updating
and adding chains. Each chain represents a feature and is stored with its
corresponding 3D point and every measurement part of the chain.

Every measurement is considered unique and belonging to one feature. In
order to quickly find the feature the measurements of a correspondence
belongs to (if it exists), they are indexed by measurement. Any correspon-
dence for which no measurement is found is added as a new feature.
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Further for convenience every measurement part of a chain also contains a
pointer to its feature and its keyframe.

Small Windowed Refinement

An optimization window is formed by selecting all measurements of all
features with more than two measurements for all keyframes which are at
most five links away from the new keyframe. Note that this implies that
many keyframe poses further away will be a part of the cost function but
set constant. This ensures that long chains are properly rigid.

Any feature part of the window for which any measurement is behind any
observing camera is now re-triangulated using the two most spatially sepa-
rated cameras, after which any observation of a feature behind the observ-
ing camera is excluded from the estimation.

The solver may take at mostNsmall refinement steps = 7 Levenberg-Marquardt
[LM], steps, Triggs et al. [2000], but will exit early if it detects conver-
gence. Convergence here means that the error will not drop at least 10−3

in the next step. In practice the step limit is almost always reached first.

This step typically takes 20− 70ms.

Outlier Removal

It is likely that the latest link will have several outliers. By testing their
re-projection error under a bidirectional pinhole camera assumption many
of these outliers can be removed. In practice I remove any point which has
an error larger than Nmap reproject = 7 pixels. Typically less than 5% of all
new correspondences will be removed during this step.

Large Windowed Refinement

In order to improve scale propagation, every 30:th link addition, every
keyframe at a distance of less than 40 frames is optimized. After this,
the three worst outliers, (if any) from each of the nearest 20 frames are
removed. Note that unless causal loop closures are used these windows
always overlap over time.

In order to improve speed, only the point coordinates and translation vec-
tors are refined. In practice the rotations almost always converge quickly
and with high accuracy compared to the translations. Without the rotations,
the problem is closer to linear and the problem will converge for the lower
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number of parameters much faster. The same cost function is used, but
the solver is configured to use a smaller initial trust radius and the Ceres-
Solver: Dog-leg trust region strategy rather than LM. This configuration
is recommended by the Ceres-Solver:1.7 documentation for the case when
the solver otherwise would report many unsuccessful steps.

Up to Nlarge refinement steps = 25 steps are taken unless the solver declares
convergence at 10−5 or more than 300 ms have passed. This step typically
takes between 150 and 250 ms.

3.4.3 Multi-mapping and Loop Closure

Though the system is built to allow for loop closures which fully propagate
the information of the closing link, I have not found a way to do so which
consistently converges at close to real-time. Thus this feature is disabled
by default. Effectively this also disables map mergers, which means that
in case the tracker gets lost the maps will never be merged.

Although using the complete information that a loop closure represents
would be ideal, RTMS consists of fast approximations. One such approxi-
mation is to link the found keyframe only to the old part of the map rather
than both. For a single loop this is equivalent to a causal loop closure. In
essence the system drops the current local map pose in favour of the older
map pose.

Since old parts of the map have long chains refined by multiple short and
long windows this typically results in a fast accurate pose for the closing
frame. If active when this approximation is made, the system path estimate
will occasionally take a long jump to its new estimated position.

3.5 Essential Matrix RANSAC Scheme

Epipolar [Epi] - Support is computed by testing the distance to the epipolar
line. This is computationally cheap but does not exclude all outliers, or
points which triangulate to a position behind either camera. The Algebraic
error eal is even cheaper to compute, but is very difficult to interpret or use
in cost functions.

Reprojection [RE] - Support requires that rep,q,x is less than a threshold
(<5 pixels, by default) which also requires that the point is in front of both
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cameras. This requires the computationally expensive extraction of R and
t from E as well as triangulation and re-projection of all points. For speed
this is done using linear intrinsics only.

If there are sufficiently many observations, a 99% upper limit for the sup-
port is determined by random sampling, allowing support computation and
early exit if it is unlikely to beat the current best support.

Support computations are always reused, for example no point which fails
Epi - Support will succeed at a later stage.

For Nister and Hedborg estimators, see Section 2.4. The support of the

Algorithm 3 Computing the Essential Matrix through RANSAC

N = min(50,Nmin(Prequired,expected inlier ratio))
for N do
O5 ← Random observations spaced distantly apart.
θ̂set = Nister(O5)
So ← Epi - Support.
if So & Sbest then
So ← Re - Support.
if So > Sbest then
Sbest ← So

end if
end if
Exit early is support is sufficient.

end for

for N2 = 5 do
θ̂ = Hedborg(Osupport)
Osupport ← Re - Support
Exit early is support is stable.

end for
if Support > Minimum support then

Return θsupport
end if

relative pose is then compared to the support of the homography at infinity.
Favoring the homography at infinity in case of a tie.
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3.6 Parameters
Configurable Parameters.

• Nscales: Number of scale levels used =4

• Npyramid level: Scale layers =1.4

• Nbaseline min req: Minimum pixel translation to require depth = 13

• Nlimit: Inlier limit factor =0.35

• Nmap reproject: Maximal reprojection error=7

• Nsmall refinement steps: Max steps taken during normal window refine-
ment =7

• Nlarge refinement steps: Max steps taken during large window refine-
ment = 25
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3.7 Reflections on Rittums

Rittums has been designed avoid some of the weaknesses of PTAM. The
map-prior tracking has been replaced by appearance matching in order to
facilitate map auto initialisation and improve exploration.

Unlike PTAM my system does not provide a frame rate high accuracy pose
estimate. Though it would not be difficult to provide per image measure-
ments in mapped areas, this is left as future work.

Since Rittums does not use the map to compute the expected feature projec-
tions, it does not need an accurate map or trajectory at each instant. This
simplifies multi-map management and makes the system more robust to
rapid changes and low frame rates. It also means that mapping is a truly
parallel process.

3.7.1 Detecting Point Features

Ideally as many features as possible should be detected and their projec-
tions should be evenly distributed throughout the image. The former re-
duces sensitivity to independent noise, the latter makes the noise more
independent, increases the Signal to Noise Ratio [SNR] and reduces the
risk of constraint degeneracy. A high feature density also improves the
probability that long feature chains are created.

Optionally a self similarity prohibiting filter can be applied, either pre or
post the ANMS filter, which, after matching each descriptor to the other
descriptors of the same octave, discards any feature for which the descrip-
tor is found too common. In practice this increases the inlier ratio at a time
cost much greater than what can be recovered and is disabled by default. It
may however be of significant use if repeating patterns are common.

Hedborgs brilliant observation regarding the improved accuracy from us-
ing image distant points, Hedborg and Felsberg [2013], generalizes well.
Essentially spreading the points which spans the solution, is more impor-
tant for good estimates, than low noise measurements. This means that it
may be better to use a measurement with high rather than low noise, if the
noisy measurement spans the solution space better. It is this observation
which motivates the high error thresholds throughout the system.
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Image pyramid

The image pyramid is generated by sub-sampling the base level in such
a way as to avoid moire patterns, though slightly more computationally
costly this reduces the likelihood of artefacts which could result in false
features.

The octaves are selected so as to make cross octave matching by brief futile,
also note that the same feature may well be found in more than one octave.
In theory these features introduce no new information, in practice features
which are stable over multiple scales are preferable, both easier to track
and more stable over time. Their multiple presence serves to increase the
features effective weight in estimates and prolong their tracks.

Position Accuracy

Though the FAST detector lacks sub-pixel accuracy, there are simple low-
cost ways to add this ability. The following example show that this would
not necessarily improve the system. Consider the impact of the ANMS
filter on feature matching. Although the FAST detector has good repeata-
bility in both response and strength, small variations in strength or cam-
era position are sufficient to change which corner in each local cluster, is
the current local maxima. Now consider the likelihood that the new local
maxima will have the most similar appearance among all new features re-
maining. In short: While sub-pixel accuracy would be nice, perhaps pixel
accuracy should be the first goal. In practice neither is necessary for accu-
rate path estimates.

The ANMS filter improves speed and inlier ratio but it does so at the cost
of accuracy. Though the various geometry based outlier removal stages,
are reasonably good at identifying severe errors, the tracker effectively pro-
duces noisy measurements, which would likely be better modelled coming
from volumes rather than points. Noisy measurements do not preclude a
good trajectory estimate, constrained as it is by thousands of observations,
the individual points will fare less well, resulting in a mediocre 3D map
reconstruction.

3.7.2 Matching

Brute-force matching isO(N2) and as such it is inevitably slower than any
N log(N) solution, of which there are many, when large sets of descriptors
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are to be compared. However no O(N log(N)) solution is used for two
reasons, first the standardO(N log(N)) descriptor matching solution: KD-
Trees is ill suited for binary descriptors, Trzcinski et al. [2012] and the
suggested replacements such as Locale Sensitive Hashing and Parc Trees,
as described in the paper, so far lack mature open source implementations.

Ordo analysis is only valid once N is sufficiently large, but a quick test
showed that the brute-force matcher is faster until at least 1000 descriptors
per image are to be matched. Since each octave is matched independently,
the system remains well below this threshold at all times.

3.7.3 Large Error Thresholds

Considering correspondences with relatively high errors or that lie behind
the camera as inliers, Nmap reproject ≤ 7, may seem counter intuitive, but
the simple truth is it works better when the system is viewed as a whole.
The answer essentially lies in that even poor measurements are better than
none, in particular when the good measurements are strongly correlated
with the implied likely correlated error.

3.7.4 Feature Prediction

In accordance with my conclusions in the previous chapter I attempted
both to predict the brief descriptor and the feature projection positions,
independently and simultaneously.

Two attempts at feature projection position prediction without depth and
camera priors were made.

First by assuming that the feature projection would follow a smooth path
I predicted their positions through a simple per feature projection constant
velocity Kalman filter. While it did slightly improve the inlier ratio the
process consumed far more resources than recovered by the increased inlier
ratio. Further the system tended to fail miserably during sharp rotations
losing every single feature.

The second attempt constrained the feature positions by using a bucket
POC optical flow estimate. This improved the inlier ratio for features in
areas where the optical flow estimate was good at low cost. Unfortunately
the estimates were not always good enough, and failures in particular near
the image edges resulted in the loss of the important depth carrying features
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found there.

Predicting the binary brief descriptor is very difficult due to the way it is
computed. Nevertheless selecting the most frequent value over time did
improve the inlier ratio, though it did so marginally at a prohibitive cost.

3.7.5 Keyframe Selection

The low pixel distance threshold is required for fast forward motion se-
quences. Unfortunately it means that far to many images are classified as
keyframes when moving in a previously explored area. The initial idea
was to use the loop detection to detect when the camera had returned to
a previous frame. Unfortunately Fabmap2 cannot be used this way, since
regardless of the recall, any image which is not recalled will be added to
the database, which in turn makes the local image descriptor more com-
mon, eventually leading Fabmap2 to conclude that every image in a well
explored area is too common to be considered as a loop closure. Since this
means that if Fabmap2 is used on a circular path enough times it will no
longer be able to connect any images it is a significant weakness of the
algorithm. This problem can be avoided combining with the spatial infor-
mation extracted by the VSLAM, preventing the repeated additions. This
is left as future work however.

As for extraneous keyframes, the idea was to allow the mapper to prune
them over time, but this feature is also left for future work.

3.7.6 Cost Functions

Nothing prevents the system from estimating the camera intrinsics in addi-
tion to poses and map. On the other hand unless the intrinsics where poorly
estimated there is no need to do so. The additional parameters would then
reduce convergence speed without gain, and possibly allow the intrinsics
to drift given that windowed optimization is used.

Implicitly a robust cost function is used since any observation which is
deemed an error is eventually removed or its cost set to zero. Never the
less the presence of outlier correspondences and high noise suggests at
least trying the standard loss functions. Simple tests using explicit robust
cost functions, such as the Ceres-Solver: Huber loss and the Ceres-Solver:
Arctan loss showed no noticeable improvement at a high computational
cost.
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3.7.7 Essential Matrix RANSAC Scheme

The RANSAC scheme is designed to be fast for a high inlier ratio.

It is common practice that a RANSAC essential matrix estimator is fol-
lowed by bundle adjustment or recursive inlier classification and bundle
adjustment. By instead refining the essential matrix, a much smaller prob-
lem is solved, which results in a massive speed boost without noticeable
loss of accuracy. In particular the relative pose refined through bundle ad-
justment is often indistinguishable to the relative pose estimated from a
refinement of the essential matrix. Note that this holds if and only if the
re-projection error including the requirement to be ahead of the camera is
used to classify points as inliers.

The algorithm 3 has been extensively tested using simulated data to ensure
its robust performance under a variety of noise and inlier ratios. Results
are shown in Figure 3.2, the found ratio is the number of found solutions
with sufficient support, the success ratio is the number of solutions found
with a very small error.

(a) Found ratio and success ratio for
an expected inlier rate of 0.5,Preq =
0.99.
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Figure 3.2: Results given measurement (σ2 = 3) and calibration
noise (σ2 = 0.01 ∗ energy) for unit and zero translations

The heuristic to classify between Homographies at infinity and Relative
poses is simplistic, a better system could improve performance. This is left
as future work however.
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Theoretically a non-infinity plane is not a degenerate case but I have ob-
served that the the resulting estimates have a slight reduction in accuracy
and therefore require a higher iteration count. Presumably this happens
due to of the increased impact of noise orthogonal to the plane .

Although it may be unnecessary to be able to converge for all relative poses,
since the Brief descriptors can not match wide baselines, the additional
ability came at a low cost.

Intrinsic Noise

Most fundamental and essential matrix-estimator assumes that the mea-
surements of positions of correspondences are distorted by Gaussian noise.
This would appear to be a strong assumption since the non-linear intrinsics
of the camera model are not invertible.

In order to verify that the relative pose estimation was robust to more re-
alistic noise, the simulator added Gaussian noise, not only to the measure-
ments prior to quantization, but also to the camera intrinsics. This provided
one noteworthy bit of information. If the camera intrinsic estimation errors
are modelled as Gaussian noise, then undistortion using the estimated val-
ues results in biased noise. This bias is shown in Figure 3.3 right.

The error was computed as follows: LetK,D be the true intrinsics. Let k,d
be the noisy intrinsics. LetN(0,σ) be gaussian noise. Let yr = C(K,D,X)
project a point X to yr on the image plane. Let Ct be the true camera, and
yn = undistort(K,D,yr) transform yr to the corresponding point for a
pinhole camera. Let yr = distort(K,D,yn)

Then e = (distort(k,d,undistort(k,d,quantize(C(K,D,X)+N(0,σ))))−
C(k,d,X)). The figures show the distribution of values. One thousand dif-
ferent noisy intrinsics where used, each tested for one thousand points.
σ = 1 and the intrinsic noise was Gaussian unbiased and had a σ of
0.01*(intrinsic value energy). Note that due to non-invertible nature of
the distortion process distort(undistort(..)) is not a unity transform.
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Figure 3.3: Signed projection error likelihoods without(left) and
with(right) noise on intrinsic parameters noise, in pixels

Figure 3.3 shows how the intrinsic errors introduce two kinds of non linear
distortions. A large number of points receive a small uniform but biased
(−1.5) error. This is a direct property of the error, and not due to the undis-
tortion of the quantized coordinates. Further quite a few points receive a
large uniform error likely due to numerical errors in the undistortion opti-
mization process.



4
Results

There are many ways to evaluate a VSLAM system. Although no stan-
dard comparison suite is available for real-time monocular systems, the
calibrated stereo Kitti odometry dataset and evaluation software will serve
this purpose. Kitti allows estimated positions to be compared to ground
truth, and to some extent be compared to the results from other algorithms.

A simple way to evaluate VSLAM systems is by comparing the estimated
path to ground truth poses. It is difficult to define what qualifies as reason-
able path estimate. In practice it depends on target application. One way
would be to ask yourself - could I use this map to find my way? In order
to allow simple visualisation the camera poses are projected onto a ground
plane selected by Kitti. This implicitly hides the height error. However,
due to the lack of sharp turns in this direction it is smaller by an order of
magnitude than the error in the other directions.

The system is evaluated for the left camera of the Kitti-odometry sets,
Geiger et al. [2012] and compared to the provided (GPS and IMU) ground
truth. Since monocular information is insufficient to determine the scene
scale, the output is scaled using the first 10 known poses. Though a search
for the scaling which minimizes the error could be made, this way the sys-
tem scale drift becomes clear.

In order to provide an estimate for every frame, temporal sub-sampling is
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disabled i.e. every frame is treated as a keyframe. This does not greatly
change the system accuracy since for the 10Hz Kitti sequences nearly ev-
ery new frame will be classified as a suitable keyframe anyway, excluding
a few short stops. Unfortunately these stops result in densly connected
keyframes which in turn slow down the estimation.

4.1 Kitti

The Kitti sequences are all taken by a camera pointing forward, mounted
on a car. Driving in urban environments or on highways with varying traf-
fic. All Kitti sequences are dominated by the forward motion, which results
in small effective baselines.

4.1.1 The Training Sequence

The first sequence is a taken in a village where the multitude of trees,
parked cars, and houses generate a feature rich environment.

The speed limit results in a typically low motion blur and the scene is
reasonably well illuminated and no rapid large scale changes occur. The
static scene assumption is violated by moving cars, cyclists and reflections.
Fortunately they are rare and do not dominate the estimates. In short it is a
simple but not trivial sequence of 4541 frames.

For this sequence I expect an initially reasonable path estimate which even-
tually degrades as scale drift accumulates.

Three informative variations are run for this sequence.

Basic 1700 Frames

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the basic behaviour of the system without
loop closures.
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Figure 4.1: Sequence 00:Path estimate 1700 images
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Figure 4.2: Sequence 00:Processing Speed 1700 images
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The system performs reasonably well for 1700 frames, though varying
scale drift is evident. The rotations are fairly accurate throughout.
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Although on average 20Hz the system’s time distribution is bimodal, the
second mode coincides with the occurrence of the longer window. Fur-
thermore during the brief stop near frame 600 the adaptive window grows
to include a large number of images which in turn cause a severe drop
in performance. A cost caused solely by the inclusion of images which
the system does not classify as keyframes in the optimization, and which
would not occur if the temporal sub-sampling was not disabled.

Causal Loop Closure 1700 Frames

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the behaviour of the system with causal
loop closures.

Figure 4.3: Sequence 00:Path estimate 1700 images
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Figure 4.4: Sequence 00:Processing Speed 1700 images
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The first loop closure occurs at (50,60) causing a jump in the estimate to
(40,80). Afterwards roughly ever other frame will cause a loop closure
to a nearby frame until the road forks. Aside from the loop closure, the
behaviour is similar to the basic system.

It is worth noting that the timings are nearly unaffected by the activation of
loop closure. This indicates that the optimization stage is the dominating
time cost, since although it is parallel, it is required to lag at most one
frame behind.

Basic All Frames

Figure:4.5 and Figure:4.6 show the basic behaviour of the system without
causal loop closures for the entire sequence.
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Figure 4.5: Sequence 00:Path estimate 4541 images
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Figure 4.6: Sequence 00:Processing Speed 4541 images
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The use of loop closures becomes clear when looking at the estimate over
4541 frames. Though the rotation appears to have drifted only slightly, the
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scale drift is severe. Though the scale drift appears to have a small bias
which appears to trend towards reducing scale.

One possible explanation would be that the scale is right but the path has
incorrectly been rotated into the height dimension. This is not the case
since the change in depth is less than 20 m at all times and the error less
than 5m on average.

Causal Loop Closure All Frames

Figure:4.7 and Figure:4.8 show the basic behaviour of the system with
causal loop closures for the entire sequence.

Figure 4.7: Sequence 00:Path estimate 4541 images
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Figure 4.8: Sequence 00:Processing Speed 4541 images
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Running the system for the entire sequence, the estimation results in a
flawed estimate, despite correct loop closures scale errors grow after the
first loop. Rotation errors also become more common.

A new frame rate mode occurs between frames 3300 and 4000. This mode
is due to a long sequence where nearly every single frame causes a loop
closure creating a very dense region at coordinates (0,220) to (-100,330).
Enabling temporal sub-sampling would alleviate this mode, but not provide
the per frame pose estimate the evaluation software needs.

Two sequence-related and one estimation-related error sources are likely to
contribute. After the first lap, moving objects become slightly more com-
mon and may have contaminated the estimate. During the large left curve,
the car is travelling significantly faster than before, resulting in motion blur
and fewer features.

This is not sufficient as an explanation however. The scale estimate ap-
pears be incorrect almost immediately after the car leaves the paths it has
travelled before. I suspect that the rigidity of the more densely sampled
preceding region may be preventing the propagation of new scale informa-
tion. Whatever caused the apparent negative scale bias is also likely to be
a contributing factor.
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When the system is exploring a new path, conflicting scale information
such as measurements of previously far away features, which had not been
accurately triangulated, can easily be propagated backwards. However,
when a new path branches from an existing one, any deviating scale in-
formation will be in conflict with any information that depends on the pre-
vious estimate. The entire second half of the map in other words. In short
the optimization windows become to small.

This is exactly the kind of problem which could be solved by a hierarchical
sub-mapping system but this is left as future work.

4.1.2 Testing

Many Kitti sequences have too many and too large moving objects for the
system to cope with. One example with only minor moving objects is the
1101 images of Sequence 6. The estimates are shown in Figure 4.10, and
Figure 4.9. Timings are reasonably similar across all sequences and are
thus not shown again.

Figure 4.9: Sequence 06: Path estimate 1101 images
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Figure 4.10: Sequence 06: Path estimate 1101 images with causal
loop closure
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4.2 Observations

If the entire map is bundled after the sequence is completed, the error is re-
duced but typically the path does not visibly change. This indicates that the
windowed estimation procedure captures most of the information inherent
in the measurements.

Full back-propagation during loop closure is disabled, in part due to conver-
gence problems and in part due to its massive cost. A single global refine-
ment of a 2000 keyframe map as required for back-propagation may take
several hundred seconds. It is also worth to remember that when causal
estimates are required, the major retroactive changes to the map caused by
global refinements would hide the causal estimate quality.
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4.3 Comparisons

4.3.1 FAST+Brief vs Surf

Rittums can be configured to use Surf or any other detector/descriptor set
instead.

Sequence 00: Surf Basic 1700 Frames

A similar track density, to the default scaled FAST+Brief system, is achieved
using 1400 Surf features. Aside from disabling the matching threshold,
the program is identical. Figure 4.11 Shows that a similar path estimate is
achieved at a far lower speed, see Figure 4.12. From this I conclude that
the FAST+Brief matcher does not trade accuracy for speed.

Figure 4.11: Sequence 00:Surf Path estimate 1700 images
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Figure 4.12: Sequence 00:Surf Processing Speed 1700 images
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4.3.2 Comparison to Other Systems

PTAM cannot be applied to any of the Kitti sequences at all without sig-
nificant modifications. MonoSlam would fail on the forward motion se-
quences quickly.

Compared to the stereo systems evaluated in the Kitti benchmark, my sys-
tem performs poorly. This was expected, since my system inevitably drifts
in scale and uses only half as many images.

The LibViso2-M which requests citation as Geiger et al. [2011], is the
best monocular system officially evaluated on the Kitti dataset. LibViso2-
M is the monocular version of the state-of-the-art LibViso2 stereo SLAM
system and works comparably to Rittums.

LibViso2-M estimates scale however, which means that though my esti-
mate for the first 10 poses will be better scaled, Libviso2-M will be better
once enough frames have been processed. One interesting difference is that
the LibViso-M system uses the F matrix to compute relative poses. The
authors note that this makes some cases degenerate which in turn makes
the algorithm fail, likely the F dominant plane degeneracy, which Rittums
does not suffer from. Rittums constrained to one core and LibViso2-M
which uses one core run at comparable speed. Side by side plots are shown
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in Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.13: Sequence 14:Rittums VS LibViso2-M
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Figure 4.14: Sequence 15:Rittums VS LibViso2-M
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While neither system performs as well as one could hope, the errors are of
similar magnitude, Rittums outperforms LibViso2-M’s rotation estimates
but drifts in scale. Both systems have components which would benefit the
other, the scale estimates of LibViso2-M could be used by Rittums rather
than ground truth scaling, and the loop detection and causal loopclosure of
Rittums would work just as well for LibViso2-M.

In short they perform comparably, which to my knowledge, makes Rittums
a state-of-the-art system.



5
Discussion, Open Problems

and Conclusions

5.1 Discussion

Rittums and many other monocular SLAM systems, demonstrate that it is
possible to extract useful spatial information from a monocular sequence.
Significant advances are required before such a systems can match the spa-
tial understanding gathered by a one-eyed human observer.

Scale drift did not have the rapid impact I expected, indicating that locally
scale-consistent a maps can be formed. Locally accurate scale is sufficient
for many applications and so the experienced drift may be manageable.
Further since scale is easily corrected by a readily available IMU. In prac-
tice large monocular SLAM probably suffers from the difficulty of cor-
recting for the impact of the accumulation of small rotation errors, which
require a much more advanced optimization strategy than used here.

The human stereo vision does not provide much depth information on long
distances (beyond 10 meters). This means that when we drive, we pri-
marily analyse a effectively monocular sequence, which implies that the
extraction of spatial information over time is important, even for stereo
systems. The presence of stereo information seems to help people to learn
depth-vision. I find it likely that this would apply to any approach based
on machine-learning as well.
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Although Sub-mapping strategies could provide a way to create large ac-
curate maps, this relies on distinctive static features. In practice distinct
real-world image features are rarely static over time. Shadow-edges for
example provide good features but they naturally change over time. In
other words we require far more invariant features for long term mapping.
Fortunately given a locally accurate dense 3d map, highly distinctive yet
invariant non-point features can be computed.

5.2 Open Problems
The three central problems of monocular SLAM are: Tracking, Prior-less
state initialisation(Essential matrix or N view tensors) and state refinement
i.e. bundle adjustment. These have been solved in various ways and though
the methods available still improve, they are usually researched as separate
problems.

The first open problem is how these components are integrated and com-
bined. The optimization process for example would benefit from knowl-
edge of the error distributions of the tracker, but tracking research focuses
on successful tracking accuracy and how rarely it fails, spending little time
examining how the errors which do occur are distributed.

Another example is the question: How do we store and index correspon-
dence information in such a way that change is easy and fast, yet trivially
integrable with the optimizer?

So far there has not been any definitive work in this area.

The second open problem of monocular SLAM is essentially the integra-
tion of object detection and classification and the merger of such informa-
tion. VSLAM systems do not use such information today, but given its
prominent role in visual extraction of spatial information by humans, this
will probably change. The ICCV 2013 Reconstruction Meets Recognition
Challenge may be seen as a precursor to this.
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5.3 Future Work
Rittums is currently a early alpha. Lacking, most importantly, a motion
model and sparse to dense tracking and the ability to non causally close
large loops. Significant speed gains could be achieved by additional paral-
lelization and the use of ASM acceleration, most notably popcount.

Several additional possibilities for improvement are mentioned throughout
the thesis. The features I believe the most likely to generate significant
improvements, ordered by time-cost, are.

• Path smoothing and prediction, essentially a motion model integrated
in the optimizer.

• Sparse to dense tracking, using the sparse optical flow and known
camera poses and feature positions to search and quickly match a
very high number of features. Such refinements can easily be made
separately allowing trivial parallelization.

• Elimination of redundant keyframes.

• ASM popcount descriptor matching acceleration.

• The use of a secondary descriptor type such as U-Surf or ZSSD for
brief outlier detection.

• Any model which allows for moving objects to be used or even just
rejected, predicated on denser tracking.

• A hierarchical sub-mapping strategy which allows marginalisation
over locally unaffected feature clusters is required both for rapid op-
timization and effective preconditioning during loop-closures.
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5.4 Conclusions
This section discusses the final conclusions of the thesis. Conclusions
drawn from the literature study are shown in 2.6.

Comparable performance to VISO2-M validates the specific strategies used
by Rittums. In particular the use of bundle adjustment i.e. optimization
rather than filtering is critical to performance.

Throughout my work I have found that the simplest solution succeeds
where more advanced alternatives fail. The principal component solvers
used by Rittums, are essentially off-the-shelf strategies applied to off-the-
shelf sub-components. The work has largely been, not the implementation
of a known strategy, but the selection and integration of strategies which
were likely to be successful together. The results show that the selection is
useful, but the quantitative analysis can not progress beyond general sug-
gestions and case specific recommendations. General monocular SLAM is
still an open problem.
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